Below are the different areas of interest on the RDS Status Page when you log back in to RDS.

1. **RCN Number**: this is your residency determination number
2. **Update Contact Information**: you can update your contact information here
3. **Residency Status**: will either be Resident or Non-Resident
4. **Tuition Status**: will either be In State or Out of State
5. **Valid Until**: this is when your residency status will expire. If you enroll and remain continuously enrolled you do not need to come back and request another determination. Only if you transfer schools, or stop out for more than two semesters (Fall/Spring) will you need to complete RDS again.
6. **Reconsideration or Appeal**: click this if you disagree with your determination
7. **Reminder**: helpful tips on completing the FAFSA and filling out any open applications on CFNC.org